1. Captain Jack Hart and Officer Luis Tillman

- Fire safety:
  Many enthusiasts will set off fireworks well in advance of July 4. If you see a house testing its stash, you can report them anonymously (911 because it’s a crime in progress)

  Fire pits in Glen Canyon are only for camp, so if you see someone with a fire there report it to non-emergency (415-442-0123) and give the dispatchers context: woodsy area off of Bosworth.

  Tillman
  He is part of a city-wide effort on homeless outreach called Healthy Streets Operation Center, which centralizes city response to homelessness. (“I make one call, I get results.”)

  In Glen Park, he has organized smaller cleanups under the San Jose Avenue bridges, which is netting results

  If you see encampments, email Captain Hart or report on 311. Tillman keeps a close eye on 311.

2. San Francisco Public Works rep Ramses Alvarez and Friends of the Urban Forest rep Doug Wildman

- Propose to make the green space along Arlington between Roanoke and Natick a nursery for FUF. This would be a three-way partnership: The city has allocated $100,000 of funds to improve the land, FUF would do maintenance, and the city gives grants to citizens to improve city-owned land. Schematic diagram presented.

3. Recology
Noelle Duang (spokesperson), Paul Giusti (community and government affairs manager) and X

- Use less plastic, especially single-use plastic
- Clean your recycling a bit because it’s now impossible to sell contaminated paper recycling
- Drivers should not leave trash strewn around. Complaints about your driver? here’s who to call

4. Greenway update
Nicholas Dewar and Scott Stawicki

- Completed the tree planting
- Added signage
- Trail is next